o, base) and snythesis gas (sg) (CO, H 2 , 1:1) conditions as well as strictly hydrogenation conditions (H 2 alone) were studied.
It was found that under either wgs or sg conditions, the linear polynuclear aromatic compound anthracene was more reactive than the corresponding bent aromatic compounds such as phenanthrene. In coni ii trast, the polynuclear heteroaromatic nitrogen compounds were more reactive than the polynuclear aromatic compounds either under wgs or sg conditions with the nitrogen containing ring regioselectivity reduced in each case.
The reactions with ruthenium carbonyls were inhibited by carbon monoxide, and thus it appears that coordination of substrate to ruthenium is essential for reduction to occur.
The mononuclear ruthenium carbonyl Ru(Cl) 2 (C0) 2 The recent reports by Pettit et al2-4 on the utilization of transition-metal carbonyl compounds as catalysts in the hydroformylation of olefins and the reduction of nitroarenes prompted us to study these catalysts with polynuclear aromatic and heteroaromatic nitrogen compounds that are known to be present in various synthetic fuels.
In addition, the intermediacy of transition-metal carbonyl hydrides from the corresponding transition-metal carbonyls was also In this paper, we will amplify on our initial studies 1 a with transition-metal carbonyl hydrides and their reactivity with both polynuclear aromatic and heteroaromatic nitrogen compounds (Chart 1). Our hope was that the carbonyl hydrides would transfer hydrogen to the model synthetic fuel compounds rather than reductively eliminate H 2 gas. Table 1 demonstrates the results with the above named polynuclear aromatic substrates and clearly shows that anthracene, a linear polynuclear aromatic, is reduced to 9,10-dihydroanthracene but in poor yields. The bent polynuclear aromatics, pyrene and phenanthrene, were totally unreactive under wgs conditions.
Results
In contrast, we found that the polynuclear heteroaromatic nitrogen compounds were more reactive than their carbon analogues under wgs conditions. Gases were analyzed by transferring to a gas cylinder and using a CEC model 21103 mass spectrometer to ascertain CO, co 2 and H 2 concentrations.
The reaction mixtures were analyzed by capillary gas chromatography (12m x 0.1 mn OV 101) using the HP 5880A gas chromatograph. We identified products by GC-MS analysis and isolation by DE-AC03-76SF00098.
-. anthracene None .
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